more before itis known what this Pesticide did to these children.

What is not known by this white community, is that the Indian students
are part of an Indian reservation in the process of being terminated.
This white community is going to learn that when Special Interest
Groups are about to get Indian lands, no matter who is standing by that Indian, the Indian descendants must be destroyed so that
in the future
who or why their lands were terminated will never be brought up. even
if it means killing their kind. If white communities will continue to
let Indians to attend their schools when they learn this you and I both
know it is questiońable, and the future does not look good for Indian
education.
SO, WHAT IS HAPPENING ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS TODAY?
An event and act that makes a coming catastrophe unavoidable! It
will not start as a global catastrophe but it will lead to one. This
event will now or already has been turned loose on the world. Indians
are turning against Indians, even families. Indians are making deals with
the Internal Revenue Service to tax tribal lands in turn with a promise
not to tax certain ones. Indians are excluding Indians from tribal and
treaty lands, and 'Custom and Usage which is the Supreme Law of the Land
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN ON A LARGER SCALE?
Whites ‘will go against Whites, Black against Black, Brown against
Brown, Yellow against Yellow. It is an old concept but it will have a
new twist to it.A DIVIDE HOUSE CANNOT STAND.
(l)The MANIFEST DESTINY must be renewed in 1990 which makes the
Whíte'Race superior and all others the Cheaper races. (2)Indían Leases must also be renewed in 1990 so that countries
such China, United States and others can continue to exist as nations. ' (3)Break the political power of the minorities 'by
turning each
against the other and deals will be made with governmental agencies to defeat the other. .
It is the new_ twist that makes the coming catastrophe unavoidable.
FOR EXAMPLE : ' 

